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What is Frac Shack™?

u The Frac Shack FracFueller™ is a patented, fully 
automated frac fuel delivery system designed to 
significantly reduce the dangers of hot-fueling 
during continuous frac operations by removing 
workers from the hot zone

u Established in 2012, Frac Shack™ was the first to 
introduce the concept of automated fueling to the 
frac industry

u Currently operating on 50 frac locations across the 
US and Canada



Before Automated Re-
Fueling

u Fuelers required to “wet hose” or “hot fuel” 
during high pressure frac operations

u Involves dragging fuel hoses between every 
pumper while at high pressure (2,500 HP each) 
on location and manually fueling to keep up 
with extremely high fuel consumption (up to 
1,000 gallons per hour on large frac spreads)

u Risks include fuel spills, contaminated fuel, 
worker injury, and frac site fires



What are we all 
trying to achieve?  

u Produce energy as efficiently and 
economically as possible, while 
keeping our people safe and 
reducing the environmental 
impact

How can

help achieve this?



3 Ways

Protect our People

Reduce Well Cost by Increasing 
Efficiency 

Protect our Environment



Protect our People
u Serious injury/fatalities in the “Hot Zone” or “Red Zone”

u By completely eliminating the need for personnel to enter the hot zone during 
high-pressure operations, the risk for a serious injury or fatality from “hot-fueling” 
is eliminated

High 
pressure 

ironFuel Tanks

Red Zone 
Starts 
Here



Protect our People
u Common minor injuries (slips, trips, falls) from excessive distance covered on 

location during “wet hosing”

100’



Protect our People

u Traditional “wet hosing” location going 
through 20,000 gallons of diesel per day 
across 16 pumpers:

u 2 workers would cover a total of over 20 miles, 
dragging hose over the duration of a 5-well 
pad to ensure all pumpers are continuously 
fueled

u Frac Shack™ Location:

u Central frac equipment is completely 
tied into automated system - 0 miles of 
physically dragging hose once rigged-in



Reduce Well Cost by Increasing 
Efficiency 
u It’s Simple! If you're not waiting on equipment to be fueled between stages, 

you can get more stages completed per day!

Traditional Hot-Fueling Frac Shack™

15 minutes of Re-Fueling between 
each stage

Assume 5 Stages Per Day

1.25 hours of NPT per day

17.5 hours of NPT over a 14 day 
pad

0 Hours of NPT due to
re-fueling

Finish completions 1 day early!



Reduce Well Cost by 
Increasing Efficiency 

Adding Frac Shack™ and a zipper 
manifold on location immediately 

showed improvement in total 
stages per day from 5 stages to 
average of 9 with a record of 12 

stages in one 24 hour period

Completions Superintendent
EOG Resources 



Reduce Well Cost by Increasing 
Efficiency 

Since we began working with Frac
Shack™ 6 months ago, we have

noticed our horsepowers running
stronger. We no longer need to 
replace fuel filters between 

scheduled maintenance. And, we no
longer need to replace horsepower

on the pad

Christopher “Red” Gilbert
Halliburton – Williston, ND

After we stopped using Frac
Shack™, within 2 months we
had to completely purge our

fuel tanks and replace all
filters due to sediment

District Manager
Major Pressure Pumping Company in ND

u Reduced Maintenance Costs and 
Downtime for the Frac Companies



Protect our Environment
u Frac Shack™ has proven to significantly reduce fuel spills on frac locations 

during the re-fueling process

CASE STUDY – Shell Canada

u 2017 Recorded Spill Frequency = 0.0000001%

u 20,000,000 litres through Frac Shack systems on Shell locations (499 operating days x 
average of 40,000 litres/day)

u A single 2-litre recordable spill in 2017 (operator error)

u 2 litre spill / 20,000,000 litres



Help make Cleaner-
Burning Fuels Economical 

u With the current demand for cheaper 
and cleaner-burning fuel, Frac Shack 

has developed and proven the 
industry’s first combined diesel and 

natural gas distribution unit



Help make Cleaner-Burning Fuels 
Economical 

u The                                   has enabled our 
customers to reduce both fuel costs and their 
carbon impact by making the use of natural 
gas on frac spreads efficient and economic by: 

u Providing natural gas at equal, consistent, and 
measurable pressure to each individual pumper. 
Substitution rates consistently over 50%

u Significant time savings during operations due 
to custom built quick-connect natural gas lines

u Assist in fuel savings analysis by providing per 
pumper, per stage natural gas and diesel 
consumption data

DieselNatural Gas



THANK YOU!

u The Leaders in 
Safety, Efficiency, 
and Environmental 

Protection


